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Category:American educational websites
Category:Workplace learningQ: LIMIT with IF-Function I

have an SQL-Statement like this: SELECT IF(str_id =
'23', 1, 0) AS "Products[", str_id, IF(str_id = '24', 1, 0) AS

"of", str_name, IF(str_id = '25', 1, 0) AS "different",
str_description FROM tbl_products; The statement

returns 4 records but I want to have only 2 records. This
is because I need to join on the ID. I tried to use LIMIT

but I get the error "The number of result sets returned by
the query is greater than the limit". What I need is
something like: SELECT IF(str_id = '23', 1, 0) AS
"Products[", str_id, IF(str_id = '24', 1, 0) AS "of",
str_name, IF(str_id = '25', 1, 0) AS "different",

str_description FROM tbl_products WHERE str_id 23
ORDER BY str_name ASC; This part of the query should
return only 2 records. I hope someone could help me. A:
Try to change your SQL to: SELECT * FROM ( SELECT

str_id, str_name, str_description FROM tbl_products
WHERE str_id '23' ORDER BY str_name ASC ) AS
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Aug 26, 2013 I have some
problem about activation. I
removed CDP 2013.1 from

my laptop and use my
desktop instead. I did not

have CDP activation license
when I installed Autocom
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CDP 2013.1 on my laptop.
Now, I am trying to install

Autocom CDP 2013.1 again.
I could not activate it

because it is not activated.
All questions are the same. I

hope someone can help
me. . Oct 8, 2013 Which

version of Autocom
installed? If you have it in

the primary installation
folder, then the version

number is 804 . I would like
to install version 2002 . Nov
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13, 2013 Is this a keygen
that I need to buy or just to
activation Autocom? . If you

are looking for a genuine
key for Autocom: Autocom

Keys . Dec 10, 2013 Adm: Is
this the version I installed on
my laptop? If so, the version
of mine is 2003. . Auto-Diag
VS08 CDP Pro 2013.1 For
Cars . Jan 21, 2014 I have
some problems to install

Autocom 2002 on Windows
7 64-bit. Please help me. . I
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have a trouble when I try to
install Autocom 2002 on

Windows 7 64-bit. The error
is : . Feb 2, 2014 After

installing Autocom CDP
(2002), I delete the folder

and try to install again and it
works. . I had problems

installing Autocom CDP +
on my desktop computer
because I did not have

Windows XP . Feb 9, 2014
How can I find out which

model of Autocom I have? Is
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there any way to identify a
model of Autocom? . My

Autocom is 2002.1, but I can
not find my license code. I
can not remember what I

registered it or not. . Apr 4,
2014 I got some trouble to
install Autocom. Jun 24,

2014 It is another time that I
need your help. After

installing Autocom 2002 on
Windows 7 64-bit, I delete
the folder and try to install
again and it works. . I had
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problems installing Autocom
CDP + on my desktop

computer because I did not
have Windows XP . Aug 13,
2014 I have problems when
I try to install Autocom 2002
on Windows 2d92ce491b

Autocom Cdp 2013.1
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